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ABSTRACT
The open data movement is leading to the massive publishing of court records online, increasing transparency and accessibility of justice, and to the design of legal technologies building on the wealth of legal data available. However, the sensitive nature of legal decisions also raises important privacy issues. Current practices solve the resulting privacy versus transparency trade-off by combining access control with (manual or semi-manual) text redaction. In this work, we claim that current practices are insufficient for coping with massive access to legal data (restrictive access control policies are detrimental to openness and to utility while text redaction is unable to provide sound privacy protection) and advocate for an integrative approach that could benefit from the latest developments of the privacy-preserving data publishing domain. We present a thorough analysis of the problem and of the current approaches, and propose a straw man multimodal architecture paving the way to a full-fledged privacy-preserving legal data publishing system.

1 INTRODUCTION
The opening of legal decisions to the public is one of the cornerstones of many modern democracies: it allows to audit and make accountable the legal system by ensuring that justice is rendered with respect to the laws in place. As stated in [11], it can even be considered that “publicity is the very soul of justice”. Additionally, in countries following the common law, the access to legal decisions is a necessity as the law in place emerged from the previous decisions of justice courts.

Thus, it is not surprising that the transparency of justice is enshrined in many countries as a fundamental principle, such as the right to a public hearing provided by the Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights, the Section 135(1) of the Courts of Justice Act (Ontario) stating the general principle that “all court hearings shall be open to the public” or in Vancouver Sun (Re) “The open court principle has long been recognized as a cornerstone of the common law”. The open data movement push for free access to law with for example the Declaration on Free Access to Law [19]. Multiple open government initiatives also consider the need for an open justice, such as the “Loi pour une République numérique” in France, the Open Government Partnership, the Open Data Charter, the Canada’s Action Plan on Open Government. This trend is studied in a report of the OCDE [27], in [49] for the USA or [48] for the UK.

Combined with recent advances in machine learning and natural language processing, the (massive) opening of legal data allows for new practices and applications (called legal technologies). Nonetheless, not all legal decisions should directly be published as such due to the privacy risks that might be incurred by victims, witnesses, members of the jury and judges. Some privacy risks have been considered and mitigated by legal systems for a long time. For instance, the identities of the individuals involved in sensitive cases, such as cases with minors, are usually anonymized by default because they belong to a vulnerable subgroup of the population. In situations in which the risks of reprisal are high (e.g., terrorism or organized crimes cases), judges, lawyers and witnesses might also ask for their identities to be hidden [26, 32]. Finally, the identities of the members of a jury are also usually protected to guarantee that they will not be coerced but also to ensure that the strategy deployed by the lawyers is not tailored based on their background. Legal scholars are aware of the need for privacy when opening sensitive legal reports [10, 16, 31].

In the past, these privacy risks were limited due to the efforts that were required to access the decisions themselves. For instance, some countries require to go directly to the court itself to be able to access the legal decisions. Even when the information is available online, the access to legal decisions is usually on a one-to-one basis through a public but restricted API rather than enabling a direct download of the whole legal corpus. Typical restriction mechanisms include CAPTCHAs (SOQUIJ), quotas (CanLII), registration requirement as well as policy agreement and limitation of access to research scholars (Caselaw). Furthermore, the fact that a legal decision is public does not mean that it can, legally, be copied and integrated in other systems or services without any restrictions.

A first approach to limit the privacy risks consists in redacting the legal decisions before publishing them. Redaction mostly follows predefined rules that list the information that must be removed or generalized and define how (e.g., by replacing the first and last names by initials, by a pseudonym) [57]. Redaction is in general semi-manual (and sometimes fully manual) because automatic redaction is error-prone [46]. This makes it extremely costly, not scalable, and does not completely remove the risks of errors [57]. For example, 3.9 million decisions are pronounced in France every year but only 180 000 are recorded in government databases and less than 15000 are made accessible to the public [28]. Moreover, even a perfect redaction would still offer weak privacy guarantees.

A redacted text still contains a non-negligible amount of information, possibly identifying or sensitive, that may be extracted, e.g., from the background of the case or even from the natural language semantics.

Another approach is access control, such as non-publication (e.g., a case involving terrorism was held in secret in Britain [13]), rate limit, or registration requirements. However, access control mechanisms are binary and do not protect the privacy of the texts
for which the access is authorized. Furthermore, restricting mass-

ive accesses for blocking also restricts the development of legal
technologies that require a massive access to legal data.

In a nutshell, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We clearly state the problem of reconciling transparency
  with privacy when opening legal data massively.
- We analyze the limits of the current approach, widespread
  in real-life.
- We propose a high-level straw man architecture of a system
  for publishing legal data massively in a privacy-preserving
  manner without precluding the traditional open court prin-
ciples.

The outline of the paper is as follows. First in Section 2, we state
the problem by describing precisely the content of legal data and by
explaining the open legal data desiderata. Afterwards, we present
the privacy limitations of the current approach, redaction, in Sec-
tion 3.2, before describing in Section 4 our proposal of architecture
for the publication of legal data ensuring both privacy and utility.
Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

2.1 Legal data

Legal reports are defined as written documents produced by a court
about a particular judgment, which is itself a written decision of a
court regarding a particular case (oral judgments are transcribed).
Although the content of a case report varies with respect to the
court and the country, it can consist of elements such as [56]:

(1) the case name and case citation (identifier);
(2) the date of judgment and the hearing dates;
(3) the court and judges involved in the decision;
(4) the appearances (parties and their representatives);
(5) the statement of facts: identify—sometimes in great length—
the relationship and status of the parties, the legally relevant
facts (i.e., what happened), and the procedurally significant
facts (e.g., cause of action, relief request, raised defenses);
(6) the procedural history: describes—if applicable—the disposition
of the case in the lower court(s), the damages awarded,
the reason for appeal, etc.;
(7) the issues: point of law in dispute;
(8) the law of the case: elements of law that the court applies;
(9) the concurring and/or dissenting opinions (of judges);
(10) the orders: the decision itself.

We can broadly distinguish three different categories of judicial
data depending: metadata, facts and reasoning. Metadata (elements
1, 2, 3 and 4) correspond to identifiers of the case and basic infor-
mation (e.g., date, parties and judge) and is written mostly in a
structured way. Facts (elements 5, 6 and 7) are information per-
taining to the parties, disclosing their personal "story". Reasoning
(elements 8, 9 and 10) is the logic of the case, which is not specific
to the parties.

2.2 Desiderata for the opening of legal data

2.2.1 Need for readability and accessibility. The access to legal
decisions is required both for ethical (transparency) and practical
reasons such as case law, which is the use of past legal decisions to
support the decision for future cases. Thus, the judiciary system is
built on the assumption that legal decisions are made public and
accessible by default (open-court principle), so that (1) citizens are
able to inspect decisions as a way to audit the legal system and (2)
past decisions can be used to interpret laws, and as such must be
known from legal practitioners and citizens. It follows that decisions
must be made available in a form readable by humans (i.e., natural
language). Natural language format can be opposed to machine-
readable formats such as word-vectors representation or logical
propositions, which we will discuss later. The need for openness,
the current practice in terms of open court, and the associated risks
are detailed in [16, 47]. They conclude that, although there are
powerful voices in favor of open court, radical changes in access
and dissemination require new privacy constraints, and a public
debate on the effect of sharing and using information in records.

Accessibility is also an important issue. In the past, the access
to decisions required attending public hearings or reading books
called "reporters". Later, decisions have started to be shared on di-
gital medium such as compact discs or DVDs for example before being
accessible online more recently. For instance, in the USA, CourtList-
ener1 shares 3.6M decisions and the Caselaw access project2 6.7M
unique cases; the Canadian Legal Information Institute3 (CanLII)
publishes 2.5M Canadian decisions. The aim of these services is to
facilitate access to legal records to individuals—law professionals
(judges, lawmakers and lawyers), journalists, or citizens. The online
publication also enables the large-scale access and processing of
records, in particular due to the standardized format.

2.2.2 Need for massive accesses (legal technologies). The term legal
technologies broadly encompasses all the technologies used in the
context of justice. The website CodeX Techindex4, a project by
the Stanford Center for Legal Informatics, references more than a
thousand companies, and defines nine different categories: (1) Mar-
ketplace, (2) Document Automation, (3) Practice Management, (4)
Legal Research, (5) Legal Education, (6) Online Dispute Resolution,
(7) E-Discovery, (8) Analytics and (9) Compliance.

A subset of these categories—2, 4, 7, 8 and 9—requires some form
of "understanding" of legal documents, usually performed through
natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning (ML) ap-
proaches [18, 59]. We focus here on these categories as they are
based on the analysis of a large number of legal data. One of the
main challenges we have faced is that usually companies provide
very few technical details about their actual processing and usage
of legal documents.

The automatic processing and analysis of legal records have mul-
tiple applications, such as computing similarity between cases [44,
51, 67], predicting legal outcomes [3, 38] (e.g., by weighing the
strength of the defender arguments and the legal position of a
client in a hypothetical or actual lawsuit), identifying influential
cases [45, 53, 63] or important part of laws [52], estimating the risk
of recidivism [66], summarizing legal documents [69], extracting
entities (e.g., parties, lawyers, law firms, judges, motions, orders,
motion type, filer, order type, decision type and judge names) from

1https://www.courtlawener.com
2https://case.law
3https://www.canlii.org
4http://techindex.law.stanford.edu
legal documents [17, 60], topic modelling [7, 54], concept mapping [12] or inferring patterns [8, 41].

Focus on text-based legal techs. Most of the technologies introduced in the previous section rely on the processing of large database of legal data. However, the unstructured nature of legal data is one of the main challenges of the application of artificial intelligence in law [2]. Consequently, the analysis of a legal text corpus first requires to apply some pre-processing to add structure to the text. Figure 1 represents an abstract processing pipeline for court files, extracted mostly from academic papers, and inferred from the current practice of text analysis and descriptions of associated technologies. In the following, we assume that any application involving the use of machine learning (as highlighted by most legal tech companies) is applied to court records. The first NLP step transforms the unstructured data (i.e., natural language) into some structured representation (see below) by pre-processing it. Afterwards, the second ML step corresponds to the actual application, which is the training (i.e., processing) of the ML algorithm, whose output is represented by the ‘internal representation’ block. The term instance represents the output of the model given some query (e.g., applicable laws given a set of keywords representing infractions).

The pre-processing can be diverse and depends on the task (e.g., extracting a citation graph between cases). However, most NLP-based applications usually rely on a text model. Many models are statistical-based ones, such as document-word-frequency matrix, in which the corpus is decomposed into a matrix in which each cell contains the number of times a particular word appears in a document. This model has multiple variations such as bag-of-words (BoW) [34], term frequency-inverse document frequency, or n-grams [71]. For example, a combination of those techniques are used in [3] to predict decisions from the European Court of Human Rights, and by [39] to identify law articles given a query or to answer to questions given a law article. More recent approaches follow a neural network architecture in which a model is trained on the corpus with the objective to predict a word given a context, which is called word embeddings [50]. Multiple variations of this structure exist [36, 40, 42, 43, 72]. This approach has been used for example in [45] to rank and explain influential aspects of law, or by [52] to predict the most relevant sources of law for any given piece of text using ‘neural networks and deep learning algorithms’.

2.2.3 Need for privacy. The massive opening of legal decisions for transparency and technological reasons must not hinder the fundamental rights such as the right to privacy as emphasized by current open justice laws. In particular in this setting, the privacy of a least three main actors must be protected: namely the individuals directly involved in decisions (i.e., the parties), the individuals cited by decisions (e.g., experts or witnesses), and the individuals administering the laws (i.e., magistrates).

However, the problem of publishing legal decisions in a privacy-preserving manner is a difficult one. For instance, authorship attacks [1] may lead to the re-identification of magistrates behind written decisions, or the presence of quasi-identifiers within the text decisions may lead to the re-identification of the individuals involved in or cited. Famous real-life examples, such as the governor Weld’s [65] or Thelma Arnold’s re-identification [6], both based on the exploitation of quasi-identifiers, are early demonstrations of the failure of naive privacy-preserving data publishing schemes. Thus despite the fact that legal decisions are written as unstructured text, structured information can be extracted from them, including the formal argument, the decision itself (e.g., “guilty” or “innocent”), as well as arbitrary information about the individuals involved (e.g., gender, age and social relationships).

Pseudonymization schemes simply consist in removing directly identifying data (e.g., social security number, first name and last name, address) and keeping unchanged the rest of the information (quasi-identifiers included). These schemes provide a very weak protection level, as acknowledged in privacy legislations (e.g., GDPR), which has led to the development of new approaches for sanitizing personal data in the last two decades (see for instance the survey in [14]). In this paper, we focus on privacy-preserving data publishing schemes providing formal privacy guarantees that hold against several publications (as required by any real-life privacy-preserving data publishing system). These schemes are based on (1) a formal model stating the privacy guarantees the scheme as well as a privacy parameter for tuning the “privacy level” that must be achieved, and (2) a sanitization algorithm designed to achieve the chosen model.

A formal model exhibits a set of composability properties that defines formally the impact on the overall privacy guarantees of using the scheme on a log of publications (also called disclosures log in the following). In particular, we will consider the $\epsilon$-differential privacy model [21], defined formally in Definition 2.1, parametrized by $\epsilon$, and achievable by the Laplace mechanism. Its self-composability properties are stated in Theorem 2.2 and its overall privacy guarantees are quantified by the evolution of the disclosures log, and in particular by the evolution of the $\epsilon$ value along the various differentially-private releases.

**Definition 2.1** ($\epsilon$-differential privacy [21]). The randomized function $f$ satisfies $\epsilon$-differential privacy, in which $\epsilon > 0$, if:

$$\Pr(f(D_1) = O) \leq \epsilon \cdot \Pr(f(D_2) = O)$$

for any set $O \in \text{Range}(f)$ and any tabular dataset $D_1$ and $D_2$ that differs in at most one row (in which each row corresponds to a distinct individual).

In a nutshell, $\epsilon$-differential privacy ensures that the presence (or absence) of data of a single individual has a limited impact on the output of the computation, thus limiting the inference that can be done by an adversary about a particular individual based on the observed output.

**Theorem 2.2** (Sequential and parallel Composability [23]). Let $f_1$ be a set of functions such that each provides $\epsilon_i$-differential privacy. First, the sequential composability property of differential privacy states that computing all functions on the same dataset results

---

*A quasi-identifier is a combination of attributes that are usually unique in the population, thus indirectly identifying an individual. A typical example is the triple (age, zip code, gender).*
in satisfying \((\sum_i \epsilon_i)\)-differential privacy. Second, the parallel com-
positability property states that computing each function on disjoint
subsets provides max(\epsilon_i)-differential privacy.

3 ANALYSIS OF CURRENT PRACTICES

In the following section, we review the current practice for legal
data anonymization and privacy regulations. We also make a con-
nection with medical data anonymization techniques on which
most papers rely. To be concrete, we illustrate the privacy risks
through examples of re-identification attacks. Finally, we argue
that rule-based anonymization is not sufficient to provide a strong
privacy protection and discuss the (formal) issues surrounding text
anonymization.

3.1 Redaction in the wild

Redaction of legal data. The redaction process consists in remov-
ing or generalizing a set of predefined terms defined by law through
a semi-manual process [57]. Furthermore, access to legal documents
or even public hearings can be restricted in well-defined cases. The
common practice is to replace sensitive terms, as defined below, by
initials, random letters, blanks or generalized terms (e.g., “Montréal”
becomes “Québec”). The specific set of rules regarding protected
terms and the associated replacement practice can differ between
countries and courthouses [57].

According to [58], the following information is to be systemati-
cally removed for any person (subject to a restriction on publica-
tion), as well as for each of his or her relatives (parents, children,
teachers, neighbors, employers, colleagues, school . . .):

- (1) names,
- (2) date and place of birth
- (3) contact details (number, street, municipality, postal code,
telephone, fax, email, web page, IP address),
- (4) unique personal identifiers (social security number, health in-
surance number, medical file, passport, bank account, credit
card, . . .),
- (5) personal possessions identifiers (license or serial number,
cadastral designation, company name, . . .)

In some context, the following data is also removed if it can be used
to identify one of the individuals aforementioned:

- (7) small communities or geographic locations,
- (8) the accused and co-accused if their identity is not already
protected by law,
- (9) the intervenors (court experts, social workers, police officers,
drivers, . . .)
- (10) unusual information (number of children if abnormally high,
income if particularly high, exceptional occupation or function).

[16] present numerous examples of legislation framing the pub-
lication of specific terms and putting restriction to the open-court
principle. For instance, it is common by default to hide the identity
of victims of sexual offenses or children in youth courts. The iden-
tity of jurors and witnesses is also kept secret to avoid coercion or
parties tailoring their strategy. In addition in the USA, the fear for
national security or the possible prejudice to another trial can lead
to a complete ban on reporting being issued.

Paper versus digital. The main difference between paper and
digital access is the “practical obscurity” of paper records on the
one hand, and the easy accessibility of digital records, on the other.
The awkwardness of accessing paper records stored in a public
courthouse puts inherent limitations on the ability of individuals or
groups to access those records. In contrast, digital records are easy to
analyze, can be searched in “bulk” by combining various key factors
(e.g., divorce and children) and can potentially be accessed from
any computer. Thus, traditional distribution provides “practical obscurity” [15], in that it is inconvenient (i.e., time-consuming) to
attend the courthouse or read case reports.

Anonymization of medical data. The Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) in the USA defines the security
and privacy requirements of health information for both health pro-
fessionals and technologies involved in medical data. The search for
complying with HIPPA has led to an important body of work on the
redaction of health records. In particular, automated redaction or
generalization of the sensitive terms defined in HIPPA generally in-
volve domain specific named-entity recognition and generalization
of terms through medical ontologies. As a concrete anonymization
tool, Scrub [64] uses template matching to detect sensitive terms,
which are replaced with synthetic data of similar type (e.g., a name
with a name, a disease with a similar disease). t-PAT [33] replaces
sensitive words or phrases—recognized by an ontology—with more
general terms using an early privacy-preserving data publishing
model, called k-anonymity [65], to preserve the privacy of patients.

3.2 Limits of current approaches

Our objective in this section is to provide examples of potential
attacks in order to illustrate the technical difficulties of raw text
anonymization. Figures 3, 2, 4, 5, 6 are excerpts from French and
Canadian opinions5.

A common redaction practice is to replace names by initials as
shown in Figure 2. The uniqueness of initials [25] is increased by
combining multiple parties, particularly if the relationship between
the parties is known (e.g., in a divorce case).

A combination of attributes, which can be extracted using dedi-
cated named-entity recognition, is presented in Figure 3: names of

5We translated them using DeepL (https://www.deepl.com)
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E.B. Petitioner v. V.I. Respondent

Judgment for Dissolution of Marriage

Figure 2: Droit de la famille – 15334, 2015 QCCS 762 (CanLII), http://canlii.ca/t/ggk9w

Katopodis v. Katopodis

SUPREME COURT OF ONTARIO

The parties were married on August 25, 1968; a daughter was born on November 30, 1972; the parties separated in April, 1977. The wife first went to see Dr. James

Figure 3: Katopodis v. Katopodis, 1979 CanLII 1887 (ON SC), http://canlii.ca/t/g19bb

the association Real Madrid Club de Futbol and several players of this team, Zinedine Z., David B., Raul Gonzalès B. aka Raul, Ronaldo Luiz Nazario de L., aka Ronaldo, and Luis Filipe Madeira C., aka Luis Figo

Figure 4: CA Paris, 11e ch., sect. B, 14 February 2008, Unibet Ltd c/ Real Madrid et autres, RG n° 06/11504, GP

the American company Coca Cola Company markets drinks under the French trade mark "Coca Cola light sango", of which it is the proprietor; that M. [...] Abdel X, relying on the infringement of his artist’s name and surname, has brought an action for damages against the Coca Cola Company [...] On the ground that Abdel X maintains that, as an author and screenwriter, he is entitled to oppose the use of the name “X” to designate a drink marketed by the companies of the Coca Cola group.

Figure 5: Civ. 1er, 10 April 2013, n° 12-14.525, Sango c/ Coca-Cola, D. 2013. 992 ; CCE July 2013, n° 73

parties, parties are divorced, date of marriage, parties have a daughter, birthdate of the daughter, date of divorce, reside in Ontario near a Dr. James. This combination could be used as a quasi-identifier by a re-identification attack.

Figure 4 is anonymized according to the CNIL recommendations of 2006, which requires the last name of individuals to be replaced by its initial. However, widely available background knowledge on the "Real Madrid Club de Futbol" combined with the (real-life) pseudonyms of the "players" trivially leaks their identity.

The de-anonymization of Figure 5 relies on the text semantics instead of background knowledge. It requires the adversary (1) to identify the link (X) between "M. [...] Abdel X" and "the use of the name 'X' to designate a drink", and (2) to infer that the drink is called "sango", thus leading to the conclusion that X = "sango". While this attack may not be easy to automatize due to the hardness of detecting the semantics inference, it is, however, trivial to perform for a human (e.g., by crowdsourcing it).

Applications are submitted for X, aged 1 year, and Y, aged 2 months. The Director of Youth Protection (DYP) would like X to be entrusted to her aunt, Ms. E, until June 25, 2019. As for Y, that he be entrusted to a foster family for the next nine months. The father has two other children, Z and A, from his previous union with Mrs. F. The mother has another child, B, from her union with Mr. G.

Figure 6: Protection de la jeunesse – 186470, 2018 QCCQ 6920 (SOQUIJ), http://t.soquij.ca/x4L6N

Figure 7: Relationship graph manually extracted from Figure 6

Similar to Figure 3, Figure 6 could be attacked through a combination of attributes and relationship (e.g., extracted with Snorkel [61]). This opinion from the Youth court involves children and, as such, follows the strictest anonymization rules of the SOQUIJ: only the year’s birthdate of children is given and names are replaced by random letters. However, an adversary can extract an extensive relationship graph (see Figure 7), which could be matched over a relationship database (e.g., Facebook). In this case, a quasi-identifier could be the relationship graph (or parts of it).

A study [5] has shown that generalization-based sanitization is vulnerable to correlation attacks in which the generalized terms can be correlated with other terms, seemingly non-identifying, in order to jeopardize the effects of the generalization and consequently disclose sensitive terms.

Besides the content of legal documents, stylometry [55] can be used to identify authors (i.e., magistrates) by their writing style. Mitigation for this kind of attack exist [24, 68] but their output is only machine readable. Similarly, it is possible to exploit decision patterns to re-identify judges, as done for the Supreme Court of the United States [38].

3.3 Reasons for the failure of rule-based redaction

The review of current practices for tackling the privacy of legal documents in Section 3.1 has highlighted the widespread use of
rule-based redaction, in which a set of patterns is defined as being sensitive and is either removed or replaced. However, as shown in Section 3.2 (1) privacy can be violated even in “simple” instances and (2) identifying information remains in most cases. In other words, rule-based redaction does not provide any sound privacy guarantee. We observe that it suffers from the following main difficulties.

1. **Missing rule difficulty.** Many combinations of quasi-identifiers can lead to re-identification and the richness of the output space offered by natural language (i.e., what can be expressed) can hardly be constrained to a set of rules. Furthermore, identifying the sensitive terms is challenging and domain-specific. This issue is the subject of multiple studies in the context of medical data [9, 20, 64].

2. **Missing match difficulty.** The current state of the art about relationship extraction and named-entity recognition makes it hard to ensure that all terms that should be redacted will be detected, in particular because of the many possible ways to express the same idea (e.g., circumlocution).

Although these observations make the rule-based redaction difficult, it is important to note that attacks, e.g., re-identification, remain simpler than protection. Indeed, an adversary has to find a single attack vector (i.e., a missing rule or a missing pattern) whereas the redaction process needs to consider all the possibilities.

4 MULTIMODAL PUBLICATION SCHEME

In Section 2, we have shown that the publication of legal documents serves two distinct and complementary purposes: (1) the traditional objective of transparency and case law, and (2) the modern objective of legal technologies of providing services to citizens and legal professionals. These two purposes obey to different utility and privacy requirements. More precisely, the traditional use case requires human-readable documents while legal techs need a machine-readable format for automated processing. Moreover, transparency and case law involve the access to opinions on an individual basis (i.e., one-at-a-time), similarly to attending a hearing in person. In contrast, legal technologies rely on the access to massive legal databases. This difference in cardinality (i.e., one versus many) entails different privacy risks. In particular, the massive processing of legal data requires the use of a formal privacy framework with composability properties (see Section 2.2.3). All this suggests the inadequacy of any one-size-fits-all approach.

4.1 Access modes

As a consequence, we propose that the organization in charge of the publication of legal decisions should consider two modes of publication: the precise access mode and the massive access mode.

**Precise access mode.** To fulfill the “traditional” use case, the precise access mode provides full access to legal decisions that are only redacted using the current practices. This access mode is designed for the transparency and case law usages, and is to be used typically by individuals (e.g., law professionals, journalists and citizens). Similar to the “traditional” paper-based publication scheme, in the precise access mode [29], a user has access to text documents, either in full or only extracts (partial access is useful for crowdsourcing tagging in order to build a dataset). While the current practice of redacting identifiers could be combined with more automated approaches such as [30, 62]. The aim of this mode is to provide strong utility first. It is similar to the websites currently publishing legal documents (e.g., Legifrance or CanLII), as it allows browsing, searching and reading documents.

To prevent malicious users from diverting the precise access mode for performing massive accesses, users must be authenticated and their access must be restricted (e.g., rate limitation or proof of work [22]). The main objective of the restricted access is to make it difficult to rebuild the full (massive) database. In addition, this mode provides privacy through “practical obscurity” similarly to the paper-based system.

**Massive access mode.** The massive access mode gives access only to pre-processed data resulting from privacy-preserving versions of the standard NLP pipelines available on the server, i.e., aggregated...
and structured data extracted from or computed over large numbers of decisions, as required for the “modern” use case. It should be compatible with most legal tech applications that traditionally use a database of legal documents (see Section 2.2.2). Note that the perturbations due to privacy-preserving data publishing schemes have usually less impact (in terms of information loss) when applied late in the pipeline (see Figure 8), at the cost of a loss of generality of the output.

Users need to be able to tune the pre-processing applied. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the user (i.e., legaltech developer) provides the parameters for a given NLP pipeline (see Fig. 8). These parameters can be for instance the maximum number of features or n-grams range to consider in the case of a BoW model or the window for word embeddings. But more complex implementations can be designed, e.g., allowing experiments by the users, fine-tuning for each dataset/task, as well as customization (e.g., for cleaning the data). This can be done (1) by generating structured synthetic testing data (e.g., a set of features extracted from legal data) in a privacy-preserving manner (e.g., PATE-GAN [35]) and (2) by designing a full pre-processing pipeline that embeds privacy-preserving calls to the server (e.g., through a privacy-preserving computation framework such as Ektelo [70]).

The massive access mode must also authenticate users in order to monitor the overall privacy guarantees satisfied for each user based on his disclosures log and on the composability properties of the privacy-preserving data publishing schemes used.

As a result, the data is protected using authentication and strong privacy definitions as presented in Section 2.2.3. Examples of applications of differential privacy to NLP models include [24], which adds noise to word-frequency-matrix to achieve differential privacy, or [68], which samples the dictionary of the model using the differentially-private exponential mechanism [23]. The aim of these two approaches is to protect against authorship attribution.

[24] uses a relaxation of differential privacy, \( d_1 \)-privacy [4], which allows the authors to consider a distance between documents computed using word embeddings, rather than the row-based distance presented in Definition 2.1. The objective is to modify BoW representation of documents “similar in topics” remain “similar to each other” (w.r.t. the metrics defined on word embeddings), irrespective of authorship. In practice, this is achieved by drawing BoW where the probability of each word being associated to a document is distributed according to a Laplace probability density function.

The goal of [68] is to derive a differentially private synthetic feature vectors, keeping the theme of each document while preventing authorship attribution. Feature vectors map a set of words (the dictionary) to probabilities of the word appearing in each document. The main idea of the approach is to sample the dictionary from a reference dictionary (e.g., using synonyms from WordNet’s synsets) using the differentially private exponential mechanism.

In practice, the massive access mode can be plugged into the existing platforms that store massive number of legal documents and already support the precise access mode, such as CourtListener or CanLI.

Finally, another potential need is the annotation of documents, which is the addition to terms, sentences, paragraphs or documents of metadata such as syntax information (e.g., verb or noun), semantic, pragmatic (e.g., presupposition and implicature). This step is crucial in NLP, and is usually done manually, for example through crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing-specific approaches for privacy-preserving task processing [37] require to split the task (i.e., annotation of a set of documents) between non-colluding workers (e.g., at the sentence level) before aggregating the result. Such approach is compatible with our architecture assuming the aggregation is done locally on the platform.

4.2 System overview

We now outline an abstract architecture for a privacy-preserving data publishing system for legal decisions. Our objective is not to provide exhaustive implementation guidelines, but rather to identify the key components that such an architecture should possess.

Figure 8 depicts the proposed architecture. The precise and massive access modes are both protected by the Authentication module. The Authorization module can be implemented by usual strong authentication techniques (e.g., for preventing impersonation attacks). Authorization is necessary for enforcing the access control policy through the Access Control module and for maintaining for each user his Disclosure Log. The log contains all the successful access requests performed by a user. It is required for verifying that the overall privacy guarantees are not breached, e.g., the rate limitation is not exceeded for the precise access mode, or the composition of the privacy-preserving data publishing schemes, formalized in the Composability Properties, does not exceed the disclosure allowed. Finally, the Privacy Parameters contain the overall privacy guarantees that must always hold, defined by the administrator (e.g., rate limit or higher bound on the \( \epsilon \) differential privacy parameter). The user may additionally be allowed to tune the privacy parameters input by a privacy-preserving data publishing scheme (e.g., the fraction spent in the higher bound on the \( \epsilon \) differential privacy parameter) provided it does not jeopardize the overall privacy guarantees.

5 DISCUSSION

In this paper, we analyzed the needs for publishing legal data and the limitations of rule-based redaction (i.e., the current approach) for fulfilling them successfully. We proposed to discard any one-size-fits-all approach and outlined a straw man architecture balancing the utility and privacy requirements by distinguishing the traditional, one-to-one, use of legal data from the modern, massive, use of legal data by legal technologies. Our proposition can easily be implemented on current platforms.
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